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ABSTRACT

SCALING LARGER THAN LIFE BUGS: TO RANGE 25 AND BEYOND

By

Astghik Tantoushian

Master of Science in Mathematics

The Game of Life, also known as Life, is a cellular automaton discovered in the late
1960s by the British mathematician John Horton Conway. Each cell is in one of two states,
live or dead, or on or off, and each cell interacts with its eight nearest neighbors. The
state of a cell is calculated from the number of its neighboring cells that are dead and the
number of the cells that are live. The “player” chooses how many and which cells are live
at the beginning of the game and then observes the patterns formed by the cells as the game
progresses. One of the things that makes Life interesting to study is its coherent structures,
namely gliders, oscillators, and still lifes, which emerge “naturally” as the rule updates
from random initial configurations. Even though Life has been extensively studied, its most
stable states remain a mystery since its “simple” rule is nonlinear. In the early 1990’s, David
Griffeath wondered whether Life might be a clue to a critical phase point in the threshold-
range scaling limit. To further examine this question, he proposed Larger than Life (LtL),
a four-parameter family of two-dimensional cellular automata that generalizes Life to large
neighborhoods and general birth and survival thresholds. Kellie Evans has extensively
studied LtL with a focus on range 5. Evans’ discoveries include finding more “Life-like”
LtL rules that support generalizations of Life’s gliders than initially imagined. In particular,
these generalizations, called bugs, have intriguing geometries which are interesting in their
own right. We extend some of Evans’ range 5 results to ranges 25 and higher. In particular,
we provide empirical evidence to support her conjectures that there are numerous sequences
of bugs, each of which when scaled appropriately, converges to a Euclidean limit.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Imagine you are standing on a checkerboard that is stretching infinitely to the north, south
east and west. Your neighborhood consists you and your eight closest neighbors. You are
in the initial time step (t = 0) of your life, and your survival at the next step (time t = 1)
depends on the “livelihood” of your neighbors. If there are too many live neighbors, you
will die due to overpopulation. If there are not enough live neighbors, you will die of lone-
liness. However, if you happen to be in the Goldilocks zone with just the right number of
live neighbors (2 or 3), you survive to the next generation. Had you been dead at the initial
time, you could have been born at time t = 1 if you had exactly 3 live neighbors. These
are the simple rules of the Game of Life.

The Game of Life, also known as Life, is a cellular automaton discovered in the late
1960s by the British mathematician John Horton Conway. The Game of Life’s origins be-
gan in the 1940s with ideas from another mathematician, John von Neumann, who wanted
to know whether or not it would be possible for a hypothetical machine, or “automaton,”
to build copies of itself. A machine was able to make something much simpler than itself,
but could it possibly fabricate machines as complicated as itself? [20] Von Neumann, with
ideas from Stanislaw Ulam, found a model involving 29 states, but he dies prior to complet-
ing his work. His ideas were completed and published by Arthur Walter Burks in 1966 and
this lead to more scientists becoming interested in cellular automata. In 1970, the subject
was popularized by Martin Garner’s article “The fantastic combinations of John Conway’s
new solitaire game, life,” which appeared in the October issue of Gardner’s mathematical
Games column in Scientific American. (In 2014, the article was ranked among Gardner’s
top ten such articles.) [11]

The Game of Life, consists of “cells” on an infinite two-dimensional lattice. Each cell
is in one of two states, live or dead, or on or off, and each cell interacts with its eight near-
est neighbors, which are the cells that are vertically, horizontally, and diagonally adjacent.
The state of a cell is calculated from the number of its neighboring cells that are dead and
the number of the cells that are live. The “player” chooses how many and which cells are
live at the beginning of the game and then observes the patterns formed by the cells as the
game progresses. The simple rule that Conway found was as follows: if the cell was live, it
remained live in the following time step if two or three of its neighbors were live; however,
if fewer than two or four or more of its neighbors were live, the cell would die in the next
time step. If the cell was dead, then it became live or was born, in the next time step only
if exactly three of its neighbors were live.

In his introductory article, Gardner described various coherent structures supported by
Life. In particular, he described Life’s glider as “One of the most remarkable of Con-
way’s discoveries ...” About the glider’s trajectory, he wrote “After two moves it has shifted
slightly and been reflected in a diagonal line. Geometers call this a “glide reflection”; hence
the figure’s name. After two more moves the glider has righted itself and moved one cell
diagonally down and to the right from its initial position.” [9]

Conway’s initial speculation was that no finite initial pattern could grow without a limit.
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[9] Via Gardner’s October acticle, Conway offered a prize of $50 to the first person who
could prove or disprove the conjecture before the end of the year. A month later, William
Gosper and MIT collaborators won the prize when they discovered the first glider gun,
which is a stationary structure that emits a new glider, in this case every 30 time steps. [18]

Since computer programming was in its infancy, Gosper’s discovery was fascinating to
the computing world. Conway originally conducted his Life simulations on various game
boards and represented live cells with checkers or flat Othello counters. For Gosper and his
group to get Life to run on a computer was a significant accomplishment. Gardner’s second
column on Life, made the game a sort of obsession for some users. In 1974, a Time maga-
zine article about Life stated that “millions of dollars in valuable computer time may have
already been wasted by the game’s growing horde of fanatics”. [17] Through the 1970s
and 1980s, more and more intricate Life patterns were found by “Life enthusiasts” from all
over the world and Conway had enough Life machinery at hand to convince himself that
Life could be used to simulate any digital computation. [2] Details of the proof were not
published, but in the 1990’s Dean Hickerson built a sliding block memory and other miss-
ing details were put together by Paul Chapman and other Life enthusiasts and are described
in “Life Universal Computer.” [18]

For some non-programmers Life became a topic of interest for different reasons. For
example, the rules of Life are fairly simple, however, the dynamics are complex. There can
be configurations that die off over time and configurations that go on forever. There is no
algorithmic way of telling the eventual state of a given configuration.

Even though Life has been extensively studied, the complex interactions among Life’s
coherrent structures make it difficult to classify the rule’s global dynamics. Many re-
searchers have conducted empirical studies but they came up with different answers, and it
seems that Life’s dynamics are “between” periodic and aperiodic, which is one of the rea-
sons it is so interesting to study. Global dynamics that are periodic satisfy the property that
every site on the lattice is eventually periodic with probability 1 while aperiodic dynamics
satisfy the property that the sequence of 0’s and 1’s that occurs at each site of the lattice
never cycles with probability 1. This state of in-between caused David Griffeath to wonder
whether Life might be a clue to a critical phase point in the threshold-range scaling limit.
[5] To further examine this question, in the early 1990s he proposed Larger than Life (LtL),
a four-parameter family of two-dimensional cellular automata that generalizes Life to large
neighborhoods and general birth and survival thresholds. [10]

LtL generalizes Life by extending the size of the neighborhood and defining the rules
for birth, survival, and death in terms of intervals. (Conway has called these “interval
rules.”) If the number of live neighbors around a dead site are within the interval [β1, β2] at
time t, that particular site will be born at time t+ 1. Similarly, if the number of live neigh-
bors around a live site, counting itself, are within the interval [δ1, δ2] at time t, then at time
t+ 1 that particular site will survive. Otherwise, the site will become dead at t+ 1. Kellie
Evans has extensively studied LtL, with focus on range 5. Evans’ discoveries include find-
ing more “Life-like” LtL rules that support generalizations of Life’s gliders than initially
imagined. [4] In particular, these generalizations, called bugs, have intriguing geometries
which are interesting in their own right.

In the chapters that follow, we define the main rules and notation for LtL. We describe
relevant coherent structures supported by Life and LtL’s generalizations of these structures.
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We describe strategies for finding LtL rules that support coherent structures in various re-
gions of parameter space. We describe methods used to scale coherent structures to higher
ranges. We extend some of Evans’ range 5 results to range 25 and higher. In particular, we
provide empirical evidence to support her conjecture that there are numerous sequences of
bugs, each of which, when scaled appropriately converges to a Euclidean limit.
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Chapter 2

Rules, Notation, and Definitions

2.1 Rules

Larger than Life (LtL) is a generalization of the Game of Life to large neighborhoods
or “ranges” and general birth and survival thresholds. LtL rules are defined as follows. At
a given time t each site x ∈ Zd is either live or dead. In this thesis we will only consider
two-dimensional LtL rules, thus each x ∈ Z2 is either live or dead. Live sites are thought
of as being in state 1 and dead sites in state 0. For computer simulations, the two states are
represented by two distinct colors. For example, using the cellular automata modeling soft-
ware, WinCA, colors green and blue are used to indicate live and dead states, respectively,
borrowing from nature and the idea of algae in the ocean. In this thesis, we will use the
color black to indicate state 1 and white to indicate state 0. This is the initial configuration
of the system. The neighborhood of the origin isNρ = {y ∈ Z2 : ‖y‖∞ ≤ ρ}, with ρ being
a natural number, thus its translate N x

ρ = x + Nρ is the neighborhood of the site x ∈ Z2.
That is, the neighborhood of a given site consists of the (2ρ + 1) × (2ρ + 1) sites in the
box surrounding it, including itself. Nρ is called the generalized Moore or “range ρ” box
neighborhood. [5]

Figure 2.1: Each site sees ρ neighbors in all directions

In accordance with the rules of the game, at each time step sites update to live or dead
depending on the number of 1’s in their neighborhoods. More specifically:

• Birth: A site that is dead at time t will become live at time t + 1 if and only if the
number of live sites in its neighborhood at time t is in the closed interval [β1, β2],
where 0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ 4ρ(ρ+ 1).

• Survival: A site that is live at time t will remain live at time t + 1 if and only if the
number of live sites in its neighborhood, including itself, at time t is in the closed
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interval [δ1, δ2], where 1 ≤ δ1 ≤ δ2 ≤ (2ρ+ 1)2.

• Death: A site that is dead at time t and does not become live at time t+1 will remain
dead at time t + 1. A site that is live at time t and does not remain live at time t + 1
will become dead at time t+ 1.

2.2 Notation

Let us give some notation, which will be used in the chapters that follow.

• An LtL rule has parameters ρ, β1, β2, δ1, and δ2 and is denoted by a 5-tuple: (ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2).
For example, Life is the LtL rule (ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2) = (1, 3, 3, 3, 4).

• An LtL rule can be thought of as a mapping; as such, let T denote the LtL rule so
that T : {0, 1}Z2 → {0, 1}Z2 .

• In experiments, we use an m × n lattice, where m,n ∈ N. Initial configurations are
either specifically constructed or are random. In the latter case, we use product mea-
sure with density p; that is, sites of the lattice are independent, identically distributed
Bernoulli random variables. Each has probability p, with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, of “success”
meaning being in state 1 (or live). After the initial time 0, the LtL rule updates all
sites deterministically, according to the rule’s parameters.

• Let ξt(x) ∈ {0, 1} indicate the state of the given site x = (x1, x2) ∈ Z2 at time t.
Thus, ξt represents the system at time t, that is ξt = {ξt(x) : x ∈ Z2}.

• The update rule for Larger than Life is given by:

ξt+1(x) =



1 if ξt(x) = 0 and |(x+Nρ) ∩ ξt| ∈ [β1, β2]

or
if ξt(x) = 1 and |(x+Nρ) ∩ ξt| ∈ [δ1, δ2],

0 otherwise
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2.3 Definitions of Coherent Structures

Let us give some definitions from Evans’ work and the well known Life Lexicon. [5],
[18]

Definition 1. A still life is a configuration Λ which is a fixed point for T . That is,
T (Λ) = Λ. A still life is a stable pattern, usually assumed to be finite and nonempty. Ex-
amples of still lifes include the range 25 block and the range 5 diamond shown in Figure 2.2

(a) Range 25 block
supported by LtL rule
(25, 676, 676, 676,
676)

(b) Range 5 diamond
supported by LtL rule
(5, 28, 37, 28, 42)

Figure 2.2: Two examples of still lifes, supported by range 25 and range 5 LtL rules

Definition 2. An oscillator or a periodic object is finite configuration Λ for which there
exists a positive, finite integer n so that T n(Λ) = Λ. The smallest such n is called pe-
riod of Λ. An oscillator is any pattern that is a predecessor of itself. The term is usu-
ally restricted to non-stable finite patterns. A period n oscillator has n distinct phases,
denoted by Λ,Λ1,Λ2,Λ3, ...,Λn−1, where Λk = T k(Λ), where k = 1, 2, ..., n − 1 and
Λ = T (Λn−1) = T n(Λ). One of the most famous examples of an oscillator is the blinker.
It is the smallest and most common oscillator, discovered by John Conway, in March 1970.
A range 5 blinker is shown in Figure 2.3 and a range 5 period 5 oscillator is shown in Figure
2.4.

Figure 2.3: From left to right are the distinct phases of a period 2 oscillator supported by
LtL rule (5, 31, 42, 31, 51)
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Figure 2.4: From left to right are the distinct phases of a period 5 oscillator supported by
LtL rule (5, 32, 43, 32, 54)

Definition 3. A spaceship is any finite pattern that reappears, without additions or losses,
after a number of generations and is displaced by a non-zero amount. One of the most well
known examples of a spaceship is Life’s glider, which is a simple structure that emerges
“naturally” from most initial configurations. Figure 2.5 shows the four phases of Life’s
glider. The figure shows that after four time steps, the glider’s phase at time 0 moves one
square diagonally. The gliders are a key ingredient for the result that Life is computation
universal. [13] They were also the inspiration for LtL.

Figure 2.5: Glider’s phases shown for times 0 to 4

Definition 4. A bug is a finite configuration, Λ, for which there exists a finite time, τ , and
a nonzero displacement vector, ~d = (d1, d2), such that T τ (Λ) = Λ + ~d. The smallest such
τ is a bug’s period, mod translation, in the direction of ~d.

Definition 5. A translation invariant bug is a bug with period τ = 1.

LtL’s bugs are generalizations of Life’s spaceships. Bugs are considered to be spaceships
supported by rules whose neighborhoods are in ranges 2 and higher. This distinction is
made because the geometry of the large range bugs is similar to various insects. Some
bugs are composed of connected regions of 1’s with holes that look like stomachs. We will
encounter such bugs in the sections to follow, so let us provide a precise definition.

Definition 6. A bug with a stomach is a bug such that all phases satisfy the following
condition: the live sites divide the dead sites into exactly two connected regions. A region
is connected if any two points can be joined by a nearest-neighbor path.
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Definition 7. An orthogonal bug is a bug whose displacement vector ~d has exactly one
component equal to 0. Figure 2.6 shows an example of an orthogonal bug.

Figure 2.6: Period 5 orthogonal bug supported by LtL rule (5, 30, 37, 30, 48). From left to
right are time steps t = 0, t = 16, t = 32, t = 48, t = 64 and t = 80

Definition 8. A diagonal bug is a bug whose displacement vector ~d satisfies d1 = d2 or
d1 = −d2. An example of a diagonal bug is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Period 8 diagonal bug supported by Ltl rule (5, 36, 50, 36, 64). From top left to
bottom right are time steps t = 0, t = 17, t = 34, t = 51, t = 68, t = 85, t = 102, t = 119,
and t = 136

Definition 9. A replicator is a finite pattern which repeatedly creates copies of itself. In
Evans [4], specific axioms of replicators are stated. We will provide examples of LtL repli-
cators in Chapter 3.
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If a finite configuration Λ is a still life, oscillator, or bug for the rule T , we say that T
supports Λ.

Through experiments, we see that there are a few limiting states that can be defined in
a standard quantitative way. Let us give some basic ergodic classifications for the infinite
system. [4]

Definition 10. Global death is almost sure convergence to the limiting state of all 0’s. That
is, lim

t→∞
ξ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Z2.

Definition 11. Global survival is almost sure convergence to the limiting state of all 1’s
That is, lim

t→∞
ξ(x) = 1 for all x ∈ Z2.
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Chapter 3

Short Tour of Range 25 LtL Parameter Space: Exactly θ Rule

The set of LtL rules is vast, each rule being determined by four parameters: β1, β2, δ1, and
δ2. It is easier to study a subset consisting of rules with simplified parameters. Exactly θ
is one of the simplest LtL rules to describe, with all four parameters being set to the same
value. The parameters for a range ρ Exactly θ rule are,

β1 = β2 = δ1 = δ2 = θ, where 0 ≤ θ ≤ (2ρ+ 1)2.

The Game of Life is close to the range 1 Exactly θ rule with θ = 3, since Life’s
parameters are β1 = β2 = δ1 = 3 and δ2 = 4. Here we present various Exactly θ examples
to aid the reader in understanding how LtL rules work. For small values of θ, Exactly θ
rules map curves to curves, and scale linearly, in terms of the range. The examples describe
some dynamics exhibited by LtL rules or coherent structures supported by the rules with
an emphasis on range 25.

Example 1. 1 ≤ θ ≤ ρ

For 1 ≤ θ ≤ ρ, empirical evidence suggests the dynamics are aperiodic. These rules
also support 2-dimensional replicators. A replicator is a finite pattern which repeatedly
creates copies of itself. For example, for ρ = 25 and θ = 25, the initial state is a segment
of 1’s or live sites with length 2ρ + 1 = 2(25) + 1 = 51 and width 1. Figure 3.1 shows
this replicator at times t = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The initial configuration is the vertical segment
of white boxes outlined in bold seen in Figure 3.1(a). According to the rule, each live site
needs to have exactly θ = 25 live neighbors in order to survive to t = 1. Similarly, each
dead site also needs to have θ = 25 live neighbors in order be born at t = 1. The number
of live sites seen by each site is shown inside each box. The sites in the initial segment see
between 26 and 51 live neighbors at time t = 0, hence at time t = 1 they are dead due
to overpopulation. However, the sites in two horizontal segments of 0’s or dead sites, see
exactly 25 live sites at t = 0, thus at t = 1 they are born. Live sites at t = 1 are shown in
grey.

Figure 3.1(b) shows the update for time 1 to time 2. The two initial horizontal segments
of live sites at t = 1 are shown using white boxes outlined in bold. The number of live
neighbors that each site sees are shown again in each box. Similar to the previous step, we
see that the sites that were live at t = 1, see between 26 and 51 live neighbors and thus
they are not live in the next time step. However, there are four segments of dead sites on
the edges of the live site that see exactly 25 live neighbors, thus they are born in the next
time step. The same pattern continues between times t = 2 and t = 3, and times t = 3 and
t = 4.

At time t = 4, we have four vertical segments of 1’s with length 25 and width 1. Each
of these vertical segments undergoes the same transformation as initial segment at time
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t = 0. However, as the pattern expands, at time t = 8, the in-between sites also die due
to overpopulation. Thus, we end with four vertical segments. If we were to begin with a
random initial condition on an infinite lattice, it would be difficult to see the capabilities of
these replicators due to overpopulation.

(a) t = 0 (outlined in bold) and t = 1
(grey)

(b) t=1 (outlined in bold) and t=2
(grey)

(c) t=2 (outlined in bold) and t=3
(grey)

(d) t=3 (outlined in bold) and t=4
(grey)

Figure 3.1: Two-Dimensional replicator supported by Exactly rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 25

In Figure 3.2, the range 25 Exactly 25 rule is shown starting from a product measure
with p = 1

100
. (The methods for choosing the most viable p value will be discussed in
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Chapter 5, Section 5.2.) We began with a 400 × 400 lattice and wraparound boundary
conditions. At time t = 5 (Figure 3.2(f)), at the top of the picture, we see the beginning of
a replicator, a segment of 1’s with length 25 and width 1. By following this segment over
the next several time steps, we see the familiar pattern. The segment transforms from a
single vertical segment at time t = 5, into two horizontal segments at time t = 6, then into
four vertical segments at time t = 7, and so on. If the replicator were on an infinite lattice
consisting of only dead sites, this pattern of a replicator would continue forever. However,
as time progresses, due to additional live sites, the replicator is overtaken by aperiodic
dynamics. We can see the chaotic pattern in Figure 3.2(n) and Figure 3.2(o).

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1 (c) t = 2 (d) t = 3

(e) t = 4 (f) t = 5 (g) t = 6 (h) t = 7

(i) t = 8 (j) t = 9 (k) t = 10 (l) t = 11

(m) t = 12 (n) t = 80 (o) t = 450

Figure 3.2: Exactly θ rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 25 starting from product measure with
p = 1

100
on a 400× 400 lattice with wraparound boundary conditions
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Example 2. Exactly θ = 2ρ− 1

For θ = 2ρ − 1, there exist bugs whose trajectory is like Life’s glider along a diagonal.
This is a proposition of Evans that states:

Proposition 1. For any range ρ ≥ 3, the exactly θ LtL rule (ρ, 2ρ − 1) supports at least
one bug. [5]

The initial state is a rotated “L” shaped figure, consisting of 51 live sites. In range
ρ = 25, θ = 2ρ − 1 = 49. In order for a given site to survive or be born in the next time
step, it needs to have exactly 49 live sites in its neighborhood. Figure 3.3 shows the initial
segment in light grey (bold) at t = 0, with the number of live sites that each sees in each
box. At time t = 0, the corners of the initial segment see 26 live sites, the middle site sees
51, and the remaining sites see 50 live neighbors. In the next time step, all the sites of the
initial segment will be dead - the two corner sites due to loneliness and the remaining sites
due to overpopulation. However, the sites directly above the initial segment see exactly 49
live sites, hence at time t = 1 they will be born. These sites are shown in Figure 3.3 in
the dark grey color. This pattern continues with each time step causing the figure to move
diagonally with each time step.

Figure 3.3: Invariant bug supported by Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 49 at times
t = 0 (light grey), t = 1 (dark grey), and t = 2 (black)
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Another proposition of Evans states:

Proposition 2. For any range ρ ≥ 2, the exactly θ LtL rule (ρ, 2ρ − 1) supports period 4
diagonal bug. [5]

In Figure 3.4, range ρ = 25 and θ = 49 example is shown starting from a product
measure p = 4

164
= 0.0244. We begin with a 1200× 600 lattice and wraparound boundary

conditions. Most trials resulted in global death within few time steps. However, after many
trials, the diagonal bug was formed.

Figure 3.4: Period 4 bug supported by Exactly θ rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 49

Example 3. Exactly θ = 2ρ

For ρ ≥ 2 and θ = 2ρ the dynamics are Life-like, where ultimately only bugs, still lifes,
and periodic objects remain. It’s also possible for the objects to collide and destroy one
another, causing only 0’s to remain. Since the values of the parameters for this rule are
similar to the values of the Exactly θ = 2ρ − 1 rule, let us consider the rotated “L” shape
figure that was used in the previous example. However for this rule, in order to survive or
be born in the next time step, ρ = 25 each site needs to have exactly 50 live neighbors.
The results for this rule differ from the previous. After just few iterations, all the sites die.
Figure 3.5 shows times 0 to 3. We notice that by increasing the parameters by one, the
stable figure died by time 4.

Figure 3.5: From left to right, the four phases of an Exactly θ rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 50
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Using a random initial configuration, we obtain the unusual bug shown in Figure 3.6.
We begin with a 800× 800 lattice with wraparound boundary conditions and product mea-
sure p = 2

107
= 0.0187. The resulting bug has period 14, with t = 213 to t = 227

displaying one full cycle of the bug.

Figure 3.6: Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 50 starting from product measure with
p = 2

107
on a 800× 800 lattice with wraparound conditions

Example 4. Exactly (ρ, 2ρ, 2ρ+ 1, 2ρ, 2ρ+ 1) rule

Although it is not an exactly θ rule, like Life the LtL rule (ρ, 2ρ, 2ρ + 1, 2ρ, 2ρ + 1) is
close and supports one-dimensional replicators. Figure 3.7 shows an example of a one-
dimensional replicator supported by LtL’s (25, 50, 51, 50, 51) rule. [7] The initial configu-
ration is a segment of length 40.

15



Figure 3.7: Space-time diagram of a replicator from LtL rule (ρ, 2ρ, 2ρ + 1, 2ρ, 2ρ + 1)
with ρ = 25
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Example 5. Exactly θ = 2ρ+ 1

For θ = 2ρ + 1 there exist blinkers, rotating between vertical and horizontal line seg-
ments composed of 2ρ + 1 occupied sites. In order for a site to survive or be born in the
following time step, for ρ = 25, it needs to see exactly 2ρ + 1 = 2(25) + 1 = 51 live
neighbors. Figure 3.8 shows the two phases and the number of live sites each site sees. The
initial state is a segment of live sites with length 51 and width 1. If the initial segment is
vertical, in the next time step, we have a horizontal segment with same amount of live sites.
The segment rotates from horizontal to vertical with each time step.

Figure 3.8: Blinker supported by Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 51 at times t = 2k
(light grey) and t = 2k + 1 (dark grey) where k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

Example 6. Exactly θ = 3ρ

For θ = 3ρ, there exist finite still lifes. This is a generalization of Life’s Tub, where the still
life lies along the edges of a square with side length ρ + 2. It has ρ occupied sites along
each of the four sides, with the four corners being unoccupied. Figure 3.9 shows this rule
in range 25. The initial site is shown in grey with the number of live sites that each site sees
in each box. In range 25, each site needs to have 3ρ = 3(25) = 75 live neighbors in order
to survive or be born. The only sites that see exactly 75 are the sites that were part of the
initial figure. The four corners will not be born since they only see 50 sites (loneliness) and
the sites inside the square see 100 sites, hence they will not be born due to overpopulation.
Since the figure remains unchanged with each time step, we have a still life.
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Figure 3.9: Still Life supported by Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 75. Initial figure
shown in grey. The figure is invariant

Example 7. Exactly θ = (ρ+ 1)2

For θ = (ρ + 1)2 there exist finite still lifes. This is a generalization of Life’s block,
with (ρ+ 1)× (ρ+ 1) squares filled with 1’s. Figure 3.10 shows this rule in range 25. The
initial figure is depicted in grey with a bold outline. The number of live sites that each site
sees is stated in each box. In order to survive or be born in the next time step, a site needs
to see (ρ+ 1)2 = (25 + 1)2 = 262 = 676 live sites. As we can see, only the sites that were
part of the initial figure have exactly 676 live neighbors. The sites that border the initial
figure see less than the necessary amount; the four corners see 625 live neighbors and the
sites in-between see 650. In accordance with Life’s rules, those sites are unable to be born
in the next time step due to loneliness. Hence the figure remains as it was.

Example 8. Exactly θ = ρ(2ρ+ 1)

For θ = ρ(2ρ + 1) exists an infinite still life with density
1

2
. It consists of infinite strips of

1’s, each with width 1 and separated by infinite strips of 0’s, each with width 1. Figure 3.11
shows this rule for range 25. Here the grey stripes indicate live sites and the white stripes
dead sites. In order to survive or be born in the next time step, a site needs to have exactly
ρ(2ρ + 1) = 25(2 ∗ 25 + 1) = 25(51) = 1275 live neighbors. Since the neighborhood of
each site is (2ρ+ 1)× (2ρ+ 1), ρ = 25 corresponds to the neighbors that a site has to have
to its right and left and 2ρ + 1 corresponds to the number of neighbors that a site has to
have vertically. In this range, a site needs to have 25 horizontal neighbors and 51 vertical
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Figure 3.10: Still Life supported by Exactly ρ = 25 and θ = 676. Initial figure is shown in
grey and outlined. The figure is invariant

neighbors in order to survive or be born. From Figure 3.11 we can see that only the sites
that were live in the initial state have the necessary number of neighbors. If a site is live,
given its neighborhood, it has 25 horizontal and 51 vertical live neighbors and so it will
survive to the next time step. If a site is dead, it will have 26 horizontal and 51 vertical live
neighbors and thus it will not survive to the next population due to overpopulation.

Figure 3.11: Infinite Still Life supported by Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25, and θ = 1275
where the grey stripes indicate live sites and white stripes indicate dead sites
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Example 9. Exactly θ = 4ρ2 − 1

For θ = 4ρ2 − 1 there exists an infinite still life with density
ρ

ρ+ 1
. It consists of infinite

strips of 1’s, each with width ρ = 25, and separated by infinite strips of 0’s, each with width
1. Figure 3.12 shows this rule in range 25. In order for a site to survive or be born in the
next time step, it needs to have 4ρ2− 1 = 4(25)2− 1 = 2499 live sites in its neighborhood.
Given that we are in range 25, the neighborhood around each site is 2ρ+ 1× 2ρ+ 1. If we
were to factor 4ρ2−1 we get (2ρ+1)(2ρ−1),where 2ρ+1 = 2(25)+1 = 51 is the number
of sites that a given site needs to see in the vertical direction and 2ρ− 1 = 2(25)− 1 = 49
is the number of sites it needs to see in the horizontal direction in order to survive or be
born in the next time step.

If we start at a live site, the given site will have 51 live neighbors in the vertical direction
and 49 live sites in the horizontal direction. Hence, all the sites that were initially live will
survive to the next time step. However, if we start at a site that was initially dead, given
the range 25 neighborhood, it will see 51 live sites vertically but 50 live sites horizontally,
which is a total of 2550 live sites. Since this is more than the required amount of exactly
2499, those sites will not be born in the next time step due to overpopulation.

Figure 3.12: Infinite Still Life supported by Exactly θ Rule with ρ = 25 and θ = 2499
where the grey portions indicate live sites and white portions indicate dead sites
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Chapter 4

Quadratic Scaling of Life-Like LtL Rules: Range 25 Examples and Beyond

In Chapter 3 we saw various range 25 bugs which Evans has shown to have threshold-range
scaling limits. [5] The parameters for the bugs’ supporting rules scale linearly in terms of
the range and the geometries scale linearly but are degenerate due to the shapes having
a single hole regardless of range. More interesting are bugs whose supporting rule and
geometries scale quadratically in terms of the range. To that end, my task was to general-
ize the range 5 translation invariant bug collection presented in Evans’ Larger than Life:
threshold-range scaling of Life’s coherent structures to range 25. [5] In the paper, Evans
presents 19 translation invariant bugs, each with its specific supporting rule. This collec-
tion, shown in Figure 4.2, is the shorter version of her orignial collection shown in Figure
4.1, which has many intersting features. [6]

Figure 4.1: Evans’ range 5 bug collection. Below each bug are the parameters (β1 =

δ1, β2, δ2) for the LtL rule that supports the bug. Also depicted are τ and ~d = (0, d), the
bug’s period and displacement vector, respectively
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One of the most apparent features in Figure 4.1 are the unique geometries of the bugs.
Starting from the first bug where β1 = 8 to β1 = 13, the geometry of the bugs appears
somewhat linear, meaning that they are best described as a union of segments. The bugs
vary in their shapes as β1 increases, and with perhaps the exception of the first bug (8, 8,
10), none can be classified as a bug with a stomach. We saw two range 25 bugs from this
region in Example 2 (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In the larger range, the segments of initial sites
correspondingly increase in length. Yet the region where the segments meet does not scale
with the range. When β1 = 14, with the exception of the bug with rule (16, 20, 17), we
begin to see the general pattern of the live sites dividing the dead sites into two connected
regions. However, the general shapes of the bugs still vary. If we were to classify the bugs
in the same manner as we do with the animals in the animal kingdom, the bugs would be
part of the same class but a different family. For example, pigs, pandas, dogs, black bears,
and grizzly bears are all part of the same mammalian class. But only the panda, the black
bear, and the grizzly bear are part of the same family.

When β1 = 29, a more specific geometry begins to emerge. These bugs, (β1 = 29 to
β1 = 36) are similar in terms of their shapes and curvature. Also, from β1 = 31 to β1 = 35,
the bugs have period equal to 1. When β1 = 37 until β1 = 42, the specific geometry of
the bugs once again changes. However, the general structure of the bugs remains the same.
Although the size of the bugs has increased, their curvature is still preserved, and there are
still bugs that are invariant.

Other than the unique geometry of these bugs, it is also important to note that from
β1 = 8 to β1 = 42, the bugs are path connected. Figure 4.2 is a subset of the main col-
lection and has been updated where each bug satisfies the condition that it is translation
invariant. These are the bugs that were scaled to range 25.

Figure 4.2: Evans’ collection of range 5 translation invariant bugs. Below each is its sup-
porting rule (β1 = δ1, β2, δ2)

When working with a Life-like rule, various coherent structures can form from the ini-
tial configuration. These structures can be still lifes, oscillators or bugs. It is also possible
to obtain several coherent structures or a combination of structures from one trial. Each
successful trial, those with coherent structures, was saved using a Paint program. This was
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done for the 19 different rules, resulting in various examples of bugs, as well as oscillators
and still lifes.

Once the range 5 bugs were found, the next step was to generalize the collection to
range 25. Figure 4.3 depicts a collection of orthogonal bugs with stomachs supported by
range 25 LtL rules. Several bugs are translation invariant. One bug supported by an LtL
rule with β1 = δ1 is shown. Each bug was obtained by sculpting a range 5 bug supported
by a range 5 rule with β1 = δ1 for 24 ≤ β1 ≤ 40.

Figure 4.3: Collection of Range 25 bugs. Below each is its supporting rule, (β1, β2, δ1, δ2).
Note: Bugs (808, 1232, 808, 1451) and (828, 1201, 828, 1527) display two consecutive

phases of the particular bug.

Each bug in Figure 4.3 is one element of a sequence of bugs, one from each range. The
bugs in the sequence are conjectured to be similar (modulo error due to working in discrete
space). We aim to find the geometrical limit of the sequence which is conjectured to be a
region which divides Euclidean space into two distinct regions which are path connected.
That is, each of the 19 bugs shown in Figure 4.3 has its own sequence. Let us give two
more elements, for nine of these sequences. The additional elements are range 50 and 100
bugs, which are shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: From left to right, LtL bugs in ranges 25, 50, and 100. The rule and period for
each bug is shown below.

Figure 4.4, shows elements from ranges 25, 50, and 100 of three such sequences. There
is an evident similarity between the three sequences in terms of their geometries. The
bugs have fairly wide stomachs, with boundaries consisting of linear segments. The outer
boundaries also consist of linear or flat segments. The sides of the stomach, as well as the
left and right outer boundaries of the bug are convex. There is also concavity in the upper
right and lower right outer boundaries of the bugs.

Let us consider the elements in the next two sequences.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: From left to right, LtL bugs in ranges 25, 50, and 100. The rule and period for
each bug is shown below.

Figure 4.5 shows elements from ranges 25, 50, and 100 of two other such sequences.
The elements of these two sequences are also similar to each other in terms of their ge-
ometries. The stomachs of the bugs are more complex and appear as though they can be
described using sine or cosine curves. The boundary of the right side of the stomach is
much more pointed than the left. The outer boundary on the right side of the bug is convex
but more rounded off as opposed to the left side, which is more pointed.

Altough similar to each other, these are different than the sequences in Figure 4.4 in
terms of the geometry. The most pronounced difference is of the geometries of the stom-
achs. The former set is more flat with linear segments. The stomachs of the bugs in Figure
4.5 are narrower, curved, and more convex. As for the outer boundaries, the concavity of
the upper and lower right hand region is much flatter.

Let us consider the next set of sequences.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: From left to right, LtL bugs in ranges 25, 50, and 100. The rule and period for
each bug is shown below.

The three sequences in Figure 4.6 depict similar characteristics to both Figures 4.4 and
4.5 in terms of their geometries. Figures 4.6(a) and (b) are similar to Figure 4.4 and Figure
4.6(c) is similar to Figure 4.5.

As previously mentioned, the sequences in Figure 4.4 have boundaries consisting of
linear segments. Although the outer boundaries of Figures 4.6(a) and (b) are more curved,
the stomachs consist of straight line segments. The stomachs are also narrower, with an
increase in the number of live sites.

The similarities between Figures 4.5 and 4.6(c) are also evident. The sequences in both
figures contain the stomachs with wave-like boundaries and the more apparent concavity.
But compared to Figure 4.5, the stomach of 4.6(c) is narrower.

Figure 4.7 depicts a very different geometry from what we have previously seen. In this
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sequence, the bugs switch between two types of phases. The main difference between the
phases is the geometry of the stomachs. In one of the phases, the stomach is more simple,
narrow, and somewhat elliptical. In the other phase, the stomach is more complex, wider,
and resembles the shape of a union of two ellipses. Compared to the previously seen se-
quences, these are very distinguishable both in their size and shape.

Figure 4.7: From left to right, an LtL bug from range 25 to 50 to 100 supported by rules
(25, 40, 60, 40 73), (50, 3305, 5100, 3305, 6194), and (100, 13088, 20200, 13088, 24533)
respectively.

There are also sequences of what are conjectured to be mathematically “similar” diag-
onal bugs. Three elements from three different sequences are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: From left to right, diagonal LtL bugs in ranges 25, 50, and 100. The rule and
period for each bug is shown below
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As already mentioned, conjectures of Evans’ describe a sequence of mathematically
similar bugs. Let us give empirical evidence of this by showing how range 25, 50, and 100
bugs are related mathematically.

First, let us introduce notation.

• Let k be any real number.

• LetDk denote the dilation about the origin, thus given a point with coordinates (x, y),
Dk(x, y) = (kx, ky). We call k the dilation factor.
Since our bugs were not centered at (0, 0), we need to account the translation factor
as well.

• Let B = (b1, b2) be the center of dilation where (b1, b2) 6= (0, 0). In order to dilate
any point (x, y) about B, we need to translate it to the origin, dilate about the origin,
and translate back. Thus, (x, y) −→ (x− b1, y − b2)
This results in the formula

Dk,B(x, y) = (k(x− b1) + b1, k(y − b2) + b2)

In the following figures we show that there is a dilation which maps the boundary of a
range 25 bug supported by LtL rule (25, 527, 698, 527, 767), (shown in Figure 4.3) to the
boundary of the range 50 bug supported by LtL rule (50, 2061, 2739, 2061, 3015), (shown
in Figure 4.4(a)).

Figure 4.9: Dilation of the outer boundary of a bug from range 25 to range 50. The range
25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 527, 698, 527, 767) and the range 50 bug is supported
by LtL rule (50, 2061, 2739, 2061, 3015)
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Figure 4.10: Dilation of the inner boundary of a bug from range 25 to range 50. The range
25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 527, 698, 527, 767) and the range 50 bug is supported
by LtL rule (50, 2061, 2739, 2061, 3015)

Figure 4.11: The figure on the left is the range 50 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of
the range 25 bug by a factor of 2.03
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Figure 4.12: Dilation of the outer boundary of a bug from range 50 to range 100. The
range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2061, 2739, 2061, 3015) and the range 100 bug
is supported by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940)

Figure 4.13: Dilation of the inner boundary of a bug from range 50 to range 100. The
range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2061, 2739, 2061, 3015) and the range 100 bug
is supported by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940)
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Figure 4.14: The figure on the left is the range 100 bug; figure on the right is the dilation
of the range 50 bug by a factor of 2

In the Appendix we give other examples of dilations which map the boundaries of bugs
shown in Figure 4.3 to the boundaries of bugs shown in Figures 4.4(c), 4.5(a), and 4.6(b).
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Chapter 5

Discovering LtL Bugs: Techniques

5.1 Threshold-Range Scaling of LtL Rule Parameters

Life can be scaled to higher ranges using a threshold-range scaling formula. For exam-
ple, Life scaled to range 5 is Bosco’s rule, named for its period 166 oscillator. Bosco has
been used to construct range 5 “guns” much like Gosper’s first glider gun. [8]

Figure 5.1: From left to right are Bosco, Bosco with its spark, and Bosco at various times
0, 25, 50, 83, 108, 137 along its trajectory

For the scaling described above, from the range ρ = 1 Life rule to the range ρ̄ = 5
Bosco rule, we used the following formula:(
ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2

)
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where

γ =

(
2ρ̄+ 1

2ρ+ 1

)2

The mapping scales the original range ρ LtL rule parameters by γ, which is quadratic
in ρ̄. This is the method we used to scale Evans’ range 5 bugs to range 25. The intuition
behind the formula is that coherent structures which scale quadratically were sought. This
is in contrast to Example 2, where both the rule parameter and corresponding bug scale
linearly with the range.

In order to compute the parameters for the new range more easily and efficiently,
GeoGebra graphing software was used. Using the software, we programmed the map-
ping rule above and were able to obtain the parameters for the new range simply by in-
putting the parameters for the known range. The Figure 5.2 shows an example of the
software in action. Here, we input the parameters for Bosco’s range 5 rule. That is
(ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2) = (5, 34, 45, 34, 58). By inputting the desired ρ̄, in this case ρ̄ = 25,
we easily obtain the parameters (ρ̄, β̄1, β̄2, δ̄1, δ̄2) = (25, 721, 978, 721, 1257). This is the
rule discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 5.2: GeoGebra calculator for LtL threshold-range scaling (ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2) −→
(ρ̄, β̄1, β̄2, δ̄1, δ̄2)

The mapping works extremely well for scaling range 5 Bosco’s rule. However, some-
times additional parameter adjustments are necessary and found via numerous experiments.

LtL rules are deterministic, and once the initial conditions are in place, the rule, like a
machine, only counts and outputs the results. The only thing we can control is the initial
configuration which can have randomness in it. To simulate such a random initial configu-
ration, we use product measure with density p. Specially constructed initial configurations
can also be used and are crucial in this work due to the large ranges involved which require
significant computational power.

5.2 Random Initial Configurations: The Art of Finding p

When using a random initial configuration such as product measure, it is important
to have the most “viable” p value. But what constitutes a viable p value depends on the
given rule. To demonstrate the importance of choosing “the best” p value, we will use the
parameters for Bosco’s rule scaled to range 25, (25, 721, 978, 721, 1257) and vary the p
value to illustrate different outcomes. For these experiments, we use a 500 × 500 lattice
with wraparound boundary conditions starting from product measure with density p of live
sites.

For the first trial, the p value was set to p = 0.20. Even after numerous trials, the result
was global death after a single time step. The live sites were not able to survive and the
dead sites were unable to be born. Next, we increased the p value to p = 25

105
= 0.238. This

also resulted in global death after one time step.
In the third trial the p value was increased to p = 30

110
= 0.27. Experiments resulted in a

positive density of live sites at time t = 1. After several time steps we see various coherent
structures form, most of which are orthogonal and diagonal bugs with stomachs.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1 (c) t = 2

(d) t = 3 (e) t = 4 (f) t = 5

(g) t = 80 (h) t = 106

(i) t = 238 (j) t = 755 when bug is in-
variant

Figure 5.3: Emergence of a bug starting from product measure with p = 3
11

and LtL rule
(25, 721, 978, 721, 1257)
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As the density of live sites was increased, i.e. p = 31
111
, p = 32

112
, p = 33

113
, the number of

live sites at time t = 1 increased, and when p = 33
113

, after several time steps, we once again
see global death. Thus given the LtL rule (25, 721, 978, 721, 1257), the product measure
with density p = 0.27 gives the most viable results. Figure 5.3 shows this rule starting with
product measure with p = 0.27 through several time steps. From its initial state at t = 0
(Figure 5.3(a)) to t = 5 (Figure 5.3(f)), we see how the initial dense state begins to stabi-
lize. In Figure 5.3(g) when time t = 80 and (h) when time t = 106, we see formation of
few coherent structures along with some unsettled sites. However, by time t = 238 (Figure
5.3(i)), only one configuration of live site remains and as time progresses it stabilizes and
becomes an invariant bug, as seen in (Figure 5.3(j)).

For other rules, a similar approach for finding viable p was used. That is, we experi-
mented with various p values until we found one that allowed the rule to sculpt the initial
configuration into viable patterns.

In large ranges, the experiments require larger system sizes. Starting with a specific
product measure and parameters, many coherent structures as well as bugs can emerge, but
this process requires such extensive computer power it becomes unfeasible (to date). Thus
to find large range bugs, we must construct suitable finite initial configurations. Let us give
a few strategies.

5.3 Scaling

The first method for generating a range ρ̄ bug was a Paint program to scale a known
from range ρ and scaling. That is, to construct the initial configuration for the new range,
we scale the range ρ bug into an initial configuration for a range ρ̄ LtL rule by ”resizing”
the known bug. The scale factor was determined using the following formula

2ρ̄+ 1

2ρ+ 1
.

For example, to scale a range 5 bug into a range 25 bug, where ρ = 5 and ρ̄ = 25, we have

2(25) + 1

2(5) + 1
=

51

11
= 4.63

or 463%. Using the paint program, we scale the range 5 bug by 463%. The newly scaled
bug is then used as an initial configuration for the appropriate range 25 parameters dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. The new rule then sculpts the initial configuration into a bug. In some
cases, additional adjustments must be made. For example, the parameters might need to be
adjusted.

Figure 5.4 shows an example of range 25 bug supported by LtL rule (25, 527, 698, 527,
767) scaled to range 100. The LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940) starts with the
scaled bug at time 0, which looks as though it was constructed using blocks. As the rule
updates, it sculpts the live sites making the boundaries smoother, and at time t = 150 we
see the invariant bug.
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Figure 5.4: Invariant bug “sculpted” by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940) starting
the from initial configuration shown at t = 0. The invariant bug is shown at t = 150

5.4 Curve Fitting

The second approach for generating bugs in new ranges uses boundary points and the
free software GeoGebra. The idea is to scale the boundary points of a bug from a known
range to a higher range, and create a “skeleton” outline for a bug in the higher range. Ana-
lyzing these boundary points would not have been possible without computer code written
by Jonathan Castello. The code took a bitmap image of a particular bug and generated a
list (x, y) of coordinate points, which represented a bug’s outer and the inner boundaries.
The boundary points were then plotted using GeoGebra and a “best fit” curve was used
to generate a Euclidean (or continuous) approximation of the (discrete) bug. Figure 5.5,
depicts a range ρ = 100 example.
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(a) Coordinate points of the
bug

(b) Best fit curve of the bound-
ary points

(c) Best fit curve shown with-
out bug’s boundary points - the
outline of the bug

(d) Outline curve of the bug
without coordinate plane back-
ground

(e) Filled in bug using Paint

Figure 5.5: Construction of an initial configuration using GeoGebra

Using the range 100 rule from the previous section, mainly the bug with LtL rule (100,
8165, 10849, 8165, 11940), we generate polynomial curves that “best fit” the bug’s outer
boundary points. We do the same for the bug’s inner boundary points. For the outer bound-
ary, the polynomial is:

f0(x) =− 0.000000000000005x11 + 0.000000000000137x10 + 0.000000000007369x9−
− 0.00000000015733x8 − 0.000000006559435x7 + 0.000000122446676x6+

+ 0.000003589762775x5 − 0.000068236129912x4 − 0.00107456637719x3+

+ 0.01000177073267x2 + 0.079400425265502x+ 83.80983704284782

For the inner boundary, the polynomial is:

f1(x) =− 0.00000000000006x12 − 0.000000000002897x11 + 0.000000000009246x10+

+ 0.00000000109022x9 + 0.000000002417982x8 − 0.000000240781649x7−
− 0.000001289354844x6 + 0.000027423835772x5 + 0.000181448519434x4−
− 0.001316976396914x3 − 0.007896593389402x2 + 0.017272071551016x+

+ 44.049854694694126
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Figure 5.6 shows the transformation of this bug supported by LtL rule (100, 8165,
10849, 8165, 11940) from its initial configuration at time 0. We can see how the rule
sculpts the initial configuration at time 0 to a viable bug. At time 0, there are dead sites
inside the figure near the outer boarder. At time 1, the bug is solid and it undergoes several
transitions until it becomes invariant mod translation.

Figure 5.6: Invariant bug “sculpted” by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940) starting
from the initial configuration shown at t = 0 (curve fitting). The invariant bug is shown at
t = 100

5.5 The Circle Approach

The third approach used for generating bugs in new ranges is using circles. Our goal
is to engineer an initial configuration based on the geometry of known bugs. We start by
taking the boundary points of an existing bug, and fitting two circles to those points. One
circle will approximate the size of the stomach of the bug and the second, the size of the
outer boundary of the bug. Using the radii of these two circles, we create a circular initial
configuration of a bug. In order to strike a closer resemblance to the actual bug, we offset
the inner circle, the prototype of the stomach. Figure 5.7 shows the steps of this approach.

(a) Offset of the inner circle (b) Circular initial configu-
ration

Figure 5.7: Creating an initial configuration using the circle approach
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Let us introduce some notation:

• LetRρ denote the radius of the circle of live sites the for range ρ initial configuration.

• Let rρ denote the radius of the circle of dead sites the for range ρ initial configuration.

• Let Sρ denote the setback amount - the length that the center of the inner circle (dead
sites) was translated inside the outer circle (live sites) for range ρ.

Using the boundary points for the bug supported by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165,
11940), we find the radii R100 = 84, r100 = 45 and setback S100 = 15. With these values
we create the circular initial configuration. Figure 5.8 shows an example of the transfor-
mation from the initial configuration at time 0. During the first eleven time steps (t = 0 to
t = 11), the rule sculpts the figure. At t = 76 an invariant bug is sculpted supported by LtL
rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940).

Figure 5.8: Invariant bug “sculpted” by LtL rule (100, 8165, 10849, 8165, 11940), starting
from the initial configuration shown at t = 0 (digital circles). The bug is invariant at t = 76

Using this strategy, we can find initial configurations to generate bugs in other ranges.
With the boundary points of ranges 25, 50, and 100, we create three such initial config-
urations. Using the radii and the offset amounts of these three initial configurations, we
can extrapolate and find the radii and the offset values for initial configurations for other
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ranges. Note that it is possible to use other geometric shapes for the initial configuration.
However, using a circle is relatively straightforward since only a radius and a center point
is needed.

With the known radii and setback values for range 25 and 50 initial configurations, we
strategically estimated the values that can be used to create initial configurations for ranges
30, 35, 40, and 45. With the appropriate parameters for each range the initial configura-
tions were tested. If the rule was unable to sculpt a bug, either the outer radius, the inner
radius, or the setback amount was adjusted. Since our prediction values for Rρ, rρ, and
Sρ were estimations, in most cases an increase or decrease of one of the radii was needed
which resulted in a formation of a bug. In a few cases, more than one bug was found using
different values for the radii. Table 5.1 shows the range, the radii, and the setback values
for the newly discovered bugs.

ρ Rρ rρ Sρ

25 20 10 4
30 23 11 5
30 23 12 5
35 26 14 5
40 28 14 6
40 32 16 6
45 35 18 6
45 36 19 6
50 42 22 7
50 43 22 7
: : : :

100 84 45 15
Table 5.1: Values for ρ,Rρ, rρ, and Sρ for discovering bugs in ranges 25 to 100
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Figure 5.9 shows a range ρ = 40 bug starting from the circular initial configuration
with R40 = 32, r40 = 16, and S40 = 6. The bug is supported by the LtL rule (1329, 1761,
1329, 1941) and has period 7.

Figure 5.9: Period 7 bug “sculpted” by LtL rule (40, 1329, 1761, 1329, 1941), starting from
the initial configuration shown at t = 0 (digital circles)
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Chapter 6

Yet Another Short Tour

6.1 Parameters β1, β2, δ1, and δ2 impact on LtL rule dynamics

In Chapter 5, we discussed the importance of setting an initial configuration which
yields dynamics representative of a given rule. In particular, when starting with product
measure, a suitable choice of the density is crucial. A density that is to low or high will
often yield dynamics resulting in all death. Since we seek Life-like rules, we also must
determine values of a rule’s four parameters β1, β2, δ1, and δ2, which “sculpt” the suitable
random initial configuration into coherent structures. Having parameters that are too large
or too small can cause the sites to either die out or on the other end of the spectrum, yield
only aperiodic dynamics.

To demonstrate the dynamics generated by rules near those which are Life-like, we
will again use the rule discussed in Chapter 5: Bosco’s rule scaled to range 25 which
has parameters (ρ, β1, β2, δ1, δ2) = (25, 721, 978, 721, 1257). For each of the following
examples, we use a 500× 500 lattice with wraparound boundary conditions and p = 30

110
=

3
11
. We increase and decrease each of the four parameters and observe the dynamics of

corresponding rules.

• Increasing β1

We begin by increasing the value of β1. According to the rule, in order to be born in
the next time step, a site needs to have between 721 and 978 live sites in its neigh-
borhood. By increasing β1, we are making the birth interval smaller and thus more
difficult for a site to be born. We would expect that as β1 gets larger, the number of
live sites from one time step to the next decrease.

Example 1. When β1 was increased to 731, the number of live sites decreased
quickly. By time 15, there were few coherent structures remaining and by time 500
all live sites died.

Example 2. When β1 = 745, not many live sites remained by time t = 15. Any
coherent structure that remained after became a still life around time t = 80. Figure
6.1 shows four different still lifes produced by this rule.

Figure 6.1: Four distinct still lifes supported by LtL rule (745, 978, 721, 1257)
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• Decreasing β1

We next decrease β1. Making β1 smaller makes the birth interval larger and decreases
the minimum number of live sites needed for a site to be born in the next time step.
The decrease in β1 resulted in an increase in activity of the live sites.

Example 3. We decreased β1 to β1 = 705 and the eventual dynamics were aperiodic.
This started around time t = 20. Coherent structures were unable to survive since
they continuously collided with the unstable regions of the sites. Figure 6.2 shows
this aperiodic phase at three different time steps.

(a) t = 3440 (b) t = 4000 (c) t = 5425

Figure 6.2: Aperiodic phases starting from a random initial state with LtL rule (25, 705,
978, 721, 1257)

• Increasing β2

Increasing β2 enlarges the interval of values that are needed for a site to be born. In
Bosco’s rule scaled to range 25, β2 = 978, thus increasing it makes the birth interval
larger.

Example 4. When β2 = 1100, crystal-like structures begin to form by t = 150 and
around t = 300 the only live sites left are oscillating crystal-like structures. Figure
6.3 gives an example of such an oscillator which has period 20.

Figure 6.3: From left to right are ten phases of a period 20 oscillator supported by LtL rule
(25, 721, 1100, 721, 1257)

Example 5. As β2 increases, for example β2 = 1190, slow moving bugs begin
to emerge. Since there is an increase in activity of the live sites, the slow moving
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bug first emerges after time 500. Figure 6.4 shows such an invariant bug which has
displacement vector ~d = (1, 0).

Figure 6.4: An invariant slow moving bug supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 1190, 721, 1257)
and displacement vector ~d = (1, 0)

Example 6. As β2 becomes even larger, that is β2 = 2000, an aperiodic phase
emerges. Before time t = 10, this aperiodic dynamics takes over so that no coherent
structures can be formed. Figure 6.5 shows this state at t = 3000.

Figure 6.5: Aperiodic state supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 2000, 721, 1257)

• Decreasing β2

By decreasing β2, the interval needed for a dead site to be born in the next time step
becomes smaller. The expected result is a decrease in activity of the live sites. Since
we start with the Life-like rule with β1 = 721, and β2 = 978, the smallest β2 can be
is 721. Let us decrease β2.

Example 7. When β2 is between β2 = 970 and β2 = 945, the initial random
configuration settles fairly quickly and by time t = 200 only one or two regions of
live sites remain. In some cases the live sites become bugs.

Example 8. When β2 is decreased further, a waffle-like pattern begins to form.
When β2 = 900, around time t = 1000 this pattern becomes fixed . However, when
β2 is decreased even more for example β2 = 885, this pattern becomes fixed before
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t = 300. Figure 6.6 shows this waffle-like pattern supported by LtL rule (25, 721,
900, 721, 1257).

Figure 6.6: Fixed “waffle” like pattern formed by rule (25, 721, 900, 721, 1257)

A unique structure that is formed when β2 is further decreased, in particular when
β2 = 850, is a diagonal bug that is solid during certain time steps but develops holes
or lines in the upper portion of the body during other time steps. We called this bug
a holey bug, which will be defined and discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Example 9. Another interesting fixed pattern occurs when β2 is below 800, in
particular β2 = 790. At this value of β2 we see another pattern that looks similar to
the previously observed waffle-like structure. However, the fixed pattern has more of
a feather-like or fossil-like structure versus the more solid portions of the waffle-like
pattern. The pattern becomes fixed by time 150. Figure 6.7 shows an example of this
structure.

Figure 6.7: Fixed “feather” or “fossil” like structure, supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 790,
721, 1257)

• Increasing δ1
The parameters δ1 and δ2 are the endpoints for the interval of live neighbors that a
live site needs in order to survive in the next time step. By increasing the value of
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δ1, the interval becomes smaller. The minimum number of live neighbors needed for
a site to survive becomes larger. The expected result is global death since it is more
difficult for a live site to survive to the next time step. By increasing δ1 we noticed
just that.

Example 10. When δ1 = 740, By time 150 almost all live sites die out. Any
coherent structures that were able to form were unstable and died before t = 300.

• Decreasing δ1
Decreasing δ1 makes the survival interval larger and the minimum number of live
neighbors needed to survive smaller. This scenario results in an increase in live site
activity and thus fewer and fewer coherent structures form.

Example 11. When δ1 = 500, the eventual dynamics are aperiodic. This occurs at
abpout time t = 25. Figure 6.8 shows an example of this phase supported by the LtL
rule (25, 721, 978, 500, 1257).

Figure 6.8: Aperiodic state supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 978, 500, 1257)

• Increasing δ2
Increasing δ2 expands the survival interval. Since the interval is larger, a live site
can have a greater number of live neighbors without dying from overpopulation.
However, since more sites are able to survive, increasing δ2 would prevent the live
sites from settling, causing an aperiodic pattern to occur.

Example 12. When δ2 = 1270 coherent structures form. However, since there is
a lot of activity, they generally collide with other patches of live sites, a pattern that
is noticeable by time 50. When δ2 is increased to 1300, this aperiodic phase occurs
even sooner (t = 20). Coherent structures are unable to form due to the constant
overwhelming activity. Figure 6.9(a) shows this phase.

Example 13. As δ2 is increased further, the familiar “waffle” like pattern that was
observed β2 was decreased makes another appearance. When δ2 = 1400 a fixed
“waffle” like pattern, seen in Figure 6.9(b), emerges before t = 250.
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Example 14. When δ2 = 2000, the initial sites settle much quicker into another fixed
pattern resembling the contour lines of a topographic graph. This pattern becomes
fixed within the first 20 time steps. This fixed phase is seen in Figure 6.9(c).

(a) Aperiodic state supported by
LtL rule (25, 721, 978, 721, 1300)

(b) Fixed state supported by LtL
rule (25, 721, 978, 721, 1400)

(c) Fixed state supported by LtL
rule (25, 721, 978, 721, 2000)

Figure 6.9: Increasing δ2

• Decreasing δ2
Decreasing δ2 compresses the survival interval for live sites. It becomes more dif-
ficult for live sites to survive, thus the ultimate expected result is once again global
death.

Example 15. For our trial, δ2 was decreased to 1240. From this δ2 value, we already
noticed a decrease in activity within the first 50 time steps. When δ2 = 1225 any
coherent structures that were able to form died by t = 100 and when δ2 = 1200, we
see global death before t = 50.
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6.2 A Holey Bug

In our experiments, diagonal bugs with stomachs often emerged. However, we noticed
some of these bugs did not satisfy the definition’s requirements. That is, the set of live sites
did not divide the dead sites into exactly 2 connected regions. This led to the following
definition.

Definition 12. A holey bug is a bug such that in at least one phase the live sites divide the
dead sites into at least 3 connected regions.

The holey bug was discovered when we varied the parameters of Bosco’s rule scaled to
range 25. That is, we started with the rule (25, 712, 978, 721, 1257), and decreased β2 to
850. Starting from 500 × 500 lattice with product measure p = 3

11
and running LtL rule

(25, 721, 850, 721, 1257) a holey bug with period ρ = 37 emerges. In Figure 6.10 we see
four different phases of this holey bug.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.10: Four different phases of a holey bug with period 37 supported by LtL rule (25,
721, 850, 721, 1257)
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6.3 Alien or Winged Bug

Supporting rules for bugs discussed so far satisfy β1 = δ1. Evans wondered wheter
rules with β1 6= δ1 would support bugs, and if so, what their geometries would look like.

Alien or winged bugs are bugs with the most complex geometry seen to date. Although
these unique creatures were discovered by Evans a number of years ago, they were not
formally defined. [5]

The bug is considered “alien” due to its unique geometry, mainly the appendages or
wings which extend from each side of the bug. Figure 6.11 depicts an example of a range
25 alien or winged bug that is supported by LtL rule (25, 595, 806, 661, 990).

Figure 6.11: Alien or winged bug supported by LtL rule (25, 595, 806, 661, 990)

In different phases of the bug, the “wings” undergo various transformations. At certain
time steps, the wings become slimmer and more disconnected from the main body of the
bug. Figure 6.12(a) shows two such phases of the bug. However, for other phases, the
wings connect to the main body, making it fatter. Such phases of the bug are shown in
Figure 6.12(b), where the bug on the left may also be classified as a holey bug.

(a) Two phases of an alien or winged bug where the
wings are thinner and more detached

(b) Two phases of an alien or winged bug where the
wings are more attached to the main body. The phase
shown on the left is also considered a “holey bug”

Figure 6.12: Four distinct phases of an alien bug supported by LtL rule (25, 595, 806, 661,
990)
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Let us define an alien or winged bug. Although these bugs can travel in horizontal (right
or left) as well as vertical (up or down) directions, without the loss of generality, we will
assume that the bug is traveling in the horizontal direction, to the right, so that ~d = (d, 0),
where d > 0. Using this assumption, let us define an alien bug.

Definition 13. An alien or winged bug is a bug such that at least one phase of the bug
satisfies the following conditions:

1. The bug’s live sites comprise a connected region.

2. The bug’s live sites divide the dead sites into exactly two connected regions R1 and
R2 , where Area(R1 ) > Area(R2 ). In this case R1 refers to the region of dead sites
outside the bug and R2 refers to the dead sites that form the bug’s stomach.

3. At least one point x = (x1, x2) ∈ R1 is “surrounded” by the bug’s live sites (from
above and below). That is, ∃ k such that ξ0(x1, x2 + k) = 1, and ∃ l such that
ξ0(x1, x2 − l) = 1, for k, l ∈ N.

As discussed in the previous subsection, what makes a bug “alien” is its unique geom-
etry, mainly its wings or appendages. To define an appendage, let us continue from our
definition of the alien bug with the assumption that all three conditions have been satisfied.

Let x be a point satisfying condition 3 above. There must be a path consisting only of
points in R1 which are above, below, or to the right of x. That is, if point x = (x1, x2) is in
the path then only the following points can be “next” in the path:

• (x1 + 1, x2) - the point to the right of x

• (x1, x2 + 1) - the point above of x

• (x1, x2 − 1) - the point below of x

The path from x needs to continue in one of these three directions until it is unable to con-
tinue to the right. Let (x1 + m,x2 ± n) be the location of x after m steps forward and n
steps up or down, where it is no longer able to continue to the right (due to having a live
site of the bug to the right).

If the final location of the path (x1+m,x2±n) is at a site where it is surrounded by live
sites all around excluding its previous location then a “cut” of length j is made from the
point (x1+m+1, x2±n) through the live sites of the bug until the point (x1+m+j, x2±n),
where m,n, j ∈ W. This cut divides the live sites of the bug into exactly two connected
regions. The “appendage” of the bug is the smaller region of the live sites. Figure 6.13
shows the top half of an alien bug with a cut appendage.

If the final location of the path (x1+m,x2±n) is at a site where it is unable to continue
to the right but is able to continue up or down only, then the cut will be made from every
possible end point and the cut that gives the maximum area for the appendage will be taken.

Although an alien bug can naturally emerge from a random initial configuration, given
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suitable rule parameters, we will show the evolution of bug geometries from rules support-
ing bugs with stomachs to rules supporting alien bugs.

Figure 6.13: Top half of an alien bug with a cut appendage.

We begin with a random initial configuration on a 500 × 500 lattice and p value of
p = 21

101
. The initial parameters are (25, 595, 806, 595, 925). Once a stable bug emerged,

the parameters are slowly adjusted. The parameters for the alien bug are (25, 595, 806, 661,
990). The values of β1 and β2 remain constant, however, the interval (δ1, δ2) is shifted.

Figure 6.14 shows the transformation from a bug with a stomach, shown in the upper
left hand corner to an alien bug, shown in the lower right hand corner. However, the step
by step transformation seems to be the more interesting part. We notice that with each shift
of the δ interval, the bug is transforming and small wing like structures are beginning to
form. With the rule (25, 595, 806, 620, 970), we see the beginning of the formation of the
wing-like structures. In the next several steps, shown in the second row of Figure 6.14, the
wings are becoming more apparent. Between rule (25, 595, 806, 635, 978) and (25, 595,
806, 645, 983) we see the wings disconnecting from the main body of the bug. With rule
(25, 595, 806, 661, 990), the wings are fully formed. The alien bug has period = 165.

Figure 6.14: Evolution from a bug with a stomach to an alien or winged bug in range 25.
Below each bug are the parameters (β1, β2, δ1, δ2) for the LtL rule that supports the bug.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion, Questions, and Conjectures

In this thesis, we described relevant coherent structures supported by Life and LtL’s gen-
eralizations of these structures. We presented strategies for finding LtL rules that support
coherent structures in various regions of parameter space. We gave methods used to scale
coherent structures to higher ranges. We extended some of Evans’ range 5 results to range
25 and higher. In particular, we provided empirical evidence to support her conjecture that
there are numerous sequences of bugs, each of which, when scaled appropriately converges
to a Euclidean limit.

The work brought up the following questions and conjectures:

• To date, all known holey bugs have period τ > 1, thus the question: Do invariant
holey bugs exist?

• To date all know alien bugs are symmetric in all phases and have period τ > 1, hence
the questions: do asymmetric alien bugs exist? Do invariant alien bugs exist?

• In this thesis, the focus has been on bugs and other coherent structures that emerge
“naturally” from random initial configurations. What kinds of coherent structures
can be constructed and/or discovered using computer search algorithms?

Conjecture 1. LtL rules, in particular range 25 LtL rules, support complex coherent
structures as yet unseen.

• To date, Bosco is the only known range 5 oscillator which can be used to construct
a “gun”. Thus the question: Is there a range 25 oscillator which can be used to con-
struct a gun? The region of parameter space near the LtL rule (25, 715, 978, 721,
1257) shows promise of supporting such an oscillator, but needs to be further inves-
tigation.

• Table 5.1 displays values for the outer and inner radii and the setback for finding
bugs using the circle approach. The entries for ranges between 25 and 50 were found
through careful estimation and confirmed though experiments. Thus the questions:

– Do the values generalize to a formula for ranges not shown in the table?

– Do the values generalize to a formula for other sequences of bugs?

• Figure 4.3 displays a set of LtL rules which support bugs. Are some of these range
25 rules capable of universal computation?
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Conjecture 2. There is a path connected set of range 25 rules that support bugs.
These have parameters (25, β1, β2, δ1, δ2), such that β1 = δ1.

The images below are a preview of work in progress which will more precisely define
the limiting bugs described in Chapter 4.

Figure 7.1: Range 5 bug (grey) mapped to the unit square with range 50 overlay

Figure 7.2: Range 5 bug (grey) mapped to the unit square with range 100 overlay
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The following image scales range 5 and 25 Life-like rules’ parameters from Figures
4.1 and 4.3 to the unit cube. Life’s parameters are also scaled for comparison. This
provides evidence of David Griffeath’s original conjecture that Life is a critical point
in the threshold-range scaling limit.

Figure 7.3: Range 5 rule parameters from Figure 4.1 shown in light grey, range 25 rule
parameters from Figure 4.3 shown in dark grey, and Life’s parameters in black, all scaled
to the unit cube

On the website ConwayLife.com, Life enthusiasts are able to post their new discov-
eries, download applications, and participate in discussions. In March, 2016, a new
member of the forum by the name of zdr, stunned the other enthusiasts with his new
discovery, a 28-cell orthogonal spaceship with period ρ = 10. What made this dis-
covery so spectacular was that to date, it was presumed that a spaceship with so few
live sites and this period did not exist since it had been searched for extensively with
sophisticated computer search algorithms. In hindsight, Life enthusiasts determined
that this spaceship, now called Copperhead (seen in Figure 7.4), was fairly easy to
find, and it was surprising that nobody had found it before. “Elementary” spaceships
such as this are interesting since they can be used for complex constructions. Besides
the fact that Copperhead has a small period, Copperhead’s tail is relatively strong and
can interact with other objects without breaking down. [12]
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Figure 7.4: Copperhead, a newly discovered spaceship with period ρ = 10 and displace-
ment d̄ = (0, 1)

This spaceship discovery opens doors to new areas of research and leads us to ask
more questions. If Copperhead was said to be “easy” to find, however, took decades
to be discovered even with sophisticated search programs, what amazing structures
exist and will eventually be discovered in LtL’s higher ranges, specifically range 25?
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Chapter 8

Software

The experiments of this thesis would not have been possible without suitable software. The
main software used is a Windows-based cellular automaton (CA) modeling program called
WinCA. It was developed in the early 1990s by David Griffeath and Bob Fisch at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison, and allowed for Griffeath and his team to conduct various
experiments with ease and ultimately launch his Primordial Soup Kitchen website in 1994.

WinCA is a user-friendly interface with the ability to keep track of the many variables
involved in LtL research. It allows the user or the “player” to design a wide-range of initial
states, and define and save a cellular automata experiment, including the parameters for the
CA rule, the lattice or system size, the boundary conditions, the initial state, the step size,
the final time, and final state. [4].

The advancement of technology, in particular, the 64 bit version of Windows made it
more difficult to use WinCA since it was only compatible with a 32 bit version of Win-
dows. Although WinCA’s editing capabilities are limited and other programs such as Paint
are necessary, it is still the best program for running LtL rules with large ranges on large
lattices. [5]

In order to use WinCA on a 64 bit version of Windows, a “virtual” 32 bit version of
Windows was first installed on my computer. This allowed access the program. An incon-
venience of working with a 32 bit version of Windows is the speed of the computer. As
we increased the range of the rules, the size of the lattice used also had to be increased.
However, this caused WinCA to run very slowly. This was also one of the reasons why
smaller ranges of LtL rules were the focus when the program was first used.

The Windows Paint program was used to scale bugs from range ρ and obtain the initial
configurations for range ρ̄. The details of the scale factor are discussed in Chapter 5. The
Paint program was also used to fill in the interior of a scaled bug if needed, as well as for
simple picture edits.

The free software, GeoGebra, was also used. GeoGebra is a dynamic and interactive
geometry, algebra, statistics, and calculus application. It is used for teaching and learning
from primary school to university level in the fields of mathematics and science. For the
purpose of this thesis, GeoGebra was used in various ways. One use was to fit curves to the
boundary points of a bug and for the dilation of a bug’s boundaries from range ρ to range
ρ̄. GeoGebra was also used in obtaining the parameter values from range ρ to range ρ̄.

Lastly, we used code provided by Jonathan Castello, which took the bitmap image of a
bug and generated a list of (x, y) coordinate points of the bug’s boundaries. These points
were then used in GeoGebra.
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Appendix

Here we give examples of dilations which map the boundaries of bugs shown in Figure
4.3 to the boundaries of bugs shown in Figures 4.4(c), 4.5(a), and 4.6(b).

Figure 1: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(1.62, 1.21) by a factor of 1.98. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 592, 806,
592, 911) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2320, 3155, 2320, 3574)

Figure 2: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(1.62, 1.21) by a factor of 1.98. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 592, 806,
592, 911) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2320, 3155, 2320, 3574)

Figure 3: The figure on the left is the range 50 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of the
range 25 bug by a factor of 1.98
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Figure 4: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(-0.79, 0.27) by a factor of 1.99. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2320,
3155, 2320, 3574) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 9187, 12497,
9187, 14160)

Figure 5: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(-0.79, 0.27) by a factor of 1.99. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2320,
3155, 2320, 3574) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 9187, 12497,
9187, 14160)

Figure 6: The figure on the left is the range 100 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of
the range 50 bug by a factor of 1.99
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Figure 7: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(0.06, 0.44) by a factor of 1.97. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 656, 905,
656, 1099) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2571, 3547, 2571, 4312)

Figure 8: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(0.06, 0.44) by a factor of 1.97. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 656, 905,
656, 1099) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2571, 3547, 2571, 4312)

Figure 9: The figure on the left is the range 50 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of the
range 25 bug by a factor of 1.97
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Figure 10: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(-0.1, 1) by a factor of 1.99. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2571, 3547,
2571, 4312) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 10181, 14049, 10181,
17076)

Figure 11: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(-0.1, 1) by a factor of 1.99. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2571, 3547,
2571, 4312) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 10181, 14049, 10181,
17076)

Figure 12: The figure on the left is the range 100 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of
the range 50 bug by a factor of 1.99
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Figure 13: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(-0.01, 1.06) by a factor of 1.96. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 978,
721, 1257) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2826, 3837, 2826, 4934)

Figure 14: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 25 to range 50 about the point
(-0.01, 1.06) by a factor of 1.96. The range 25 bug is supported by LtL rule (25, 721, 978,
721, 1257) and the range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2826, 3837, 2826, 4934)

Figure 15: The figure on the left is the range 50 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of
the range 25 bug by a factor of 1.96
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Figure 16: Dilation of the outer layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(0.1, -0.03) by a factor of 2. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2826, 3837,
2826, 4934) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 11191, 15198, 11191,
19548)

Figure 17: Dilation of the inner layer of a bug from range 50 to range 100 about the point
(0.1, -0.03) by a factor of 2. The range 50 bug is supported by LtL rule (50, 2826, 3837,
2826, 4934) and the range 100 bug is supported by LtL rule (100, 11191, 15198, 11191,
19548)

Figure 18: The figure on the left is the range 100 bug; figure on the right is the dilation of
the range 50 bug by a factor of 2
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